The way towards your cool school video
The making of a low budget school renovation film made my pupils under the help and
assistance of dedicated teachers in the frame of the “School vent cool” project

First of all there was the idea to have something else beside a report, brochure
or folder as result of a research project and like it is in most cases. Second it
should be not the typical video of renovation actions, made of experts. So the
idea was born to ask pupils of their sight on renovation and comfort topics of
schools, the more so because the project investigates renovations of school
buildings. This pupil’s view on school renovation topics should be fixed in one
video made in one school where the head, the teachers and the pupils are
engaging to work with.
For “School vent cool” the pupils of the trade school "Landesberufsschule (LBS)
Gleinstätten" in the province Styria/Austria made a film about their view on
school renovation and what it should be about. This was meant to be important
in raising awareness of the topics energy consumption and comfort situation in
schools, especially in class rooms. The video can be seen on
http://www.schoolventcool.eu/node/84.
Here is the short description of the process and making of this video. It could be
a basis for other schools to do the same or similar projects with pupils.
Information for the principal and teachers
The principal (not one year head of the school) liked the idea to perform a pupil’s
video about renovation and got a short description of the project “School vent
cool” (Annex 1) and of the project leader’s idea of the pupil’s video (Annex 2).
Both description and possible topics generating ideas were presented and
distributed to the teachers of each class by the principal, so that the teachers
would have more background about the aims of the project.
Concept day for pupils accompanied by teachers
The pupils of every class got one day to collect and focus ideas leading to a filmconcept accompanied by their teachers. (The principal chose a bridge day to do
that work.) The aim was to have a raw script of the film-concept AND a raw idea
how to turn it into a video. The raw concept should be prepared for presenting it
to a commission – it was free how to present it to them.
Presentation and assessment of the concepts
The film concept was presented to a three person-commission, in this case the
project leader, the principal and one school inspector – two female, one male.
The rating criteria were the following three:
- Meeting the content in the given time frame
- Creativity of ideas
- Planning quality of realizing the film concept
The presenters were a few representatives of every class in school. One class
after the other presented its concept via free speech, computer based
presentation, even one short film and one played sketch. The commission
selected the best concept – in this case three best ones, because of the creativity
of the pupils’ presentations!
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Making of the video
The pupils of the three classes officially got one day for the realization of their
ideas with camera (off record they spent also free time!). All parts of the film
were performed inside or near the school building. They filmed different
sketches, planned the sequence of the sketches and one teacher then cut the
film.

Information
principal/teachers

Concept-day
pupils/teachers

Presentation/Assessment concepts

Making of the
video/best
concepts

Figure 1 Process of making a video with pupils of the trade school „Gleinstätten“ (Source: AEE INTEC)

So what makes a video a successful project in school?
→ The possibility for the pupils to think and work as free as possible (in mind and
material), but with a very clear frame regarding the content AND the assurance
of teacher’s help when necessary.

Figure 2 Class 1b Bekleidungsgestaltung. LBS Gleinstätten
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Annex 1 Description School vent cool research project for teachers
„School vent cool“ is a cooperative research project of organisations in Denmark,
Belgium, Switzerland and Austria on the topic „sustainable renovation of
buildings”. „School“ stands for „school renovation strategies“, „vent“ for
„ventilation concepts and systems“, und „cool“ for „passive cooling concepts” like
shading systems.
Different high performance renovation strategies for school buildings of the
1950ties to 1980ties will be developed by both, top down and bottom up
process. New solution sets of ventilation and passive cooling as well as
prefabricated wooden elements for facade renovation will be developed,
investigated and shown during the project.
Beside the technological focus of the project “School vent cool” it was the idea to
raise the pupils’ awareness of energy and comfort driven school renovations. Not
only experts but the “users” of the school buildings should think of school
renovation.
Annex 2
Possible topics generating ideas on school/classroom renovation
What is thermal comfort in a classroom? How could a warm classroom be
provided during winter and after renovation? (e.g. by changing the heating
systems or radiators, insulation of building components, fitting of airtight
windows, renewed heating control system, warm clothing,…)

Figure 3 Idea of warm clothing when it is cold inside? (Source: Class 3f Bekleidungstechnik, LBS
Gleinstätten)

How could be achieved a comfortable cool classroom after renovation during
summer season? (e.g. active outside shading system on sunny days, night cross
ventilation of the classroom,…)
How could be used more daylight instead of using electric power for artificial
lighting, avoiding glare? (e.g. conscious opening of the blinds and curtains
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instead of switching on artificial light, daylight-directing outside blinds, bright
surface of the ceiling/floor,…)

Figure 4 Idea of protection from sun and glare? (Source: Class 3f Bekleidungstechnik, LBS Gleinstätten)

(Transom) windows and doors to the outside are fitted airtight into the walls
during high performance renovations. First reason for that is avoiding draught
and mould at the inner parts of the window, second avoiding unchecked
airchange through leaks in buildings with mechanical ventilation. During summer
season, when it is hot outside, all windows should be kept closed and shaded.
Without ventilation the air quality would decrease then down to a very poor level.
Simultaneously the pupil’s concentration and learning ability will drop down
immediately. Chronic (health) conditions for pupils increase during long periods
of very poor air quality in classrooms – a couple of European studies have shown
that.
So how can the air quality be improved sustainably? (e.g. by mechanical
ventilation with heat recovery - „comfort ventialtion“, by exhaust ventilation
systems or “hybrid ventilation” using also window/facade openings, or by CO2meter showing bad air and then opening the windows by the pupils themselves –
“natural ventilation”,…)
Which paint of walls, ceilings, floors, furnishing, and composition of all would
help the pupils and teachers best to feel comfortable? (e.g. bright ceiling with
blinds-directed daylight on it, yellow-orange to red painted walls/floors to feel
warm, comfortable furnishing seating arrangements promote the well-being of
pupils and teachers as well,…)
The project leader’s idea of the pupil’s video
The pupils should imagine a timely very near renovation of their school building
while developing ideas about it: What would they pay attention to? What will
they wish to have, to change, what has priority?
Important is the focus of the ideas on energy and comfort related topics (see
points above and results as Figure 5).
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Figure 5 A school building model with “thermal zones” (Source: Class 1b Bekleidungsgestaltung, LBS
Gleinstätten)

If no topic of the above given should be interesting for the pupils, they could
develop their own. All inputs and ideas are welcome and could be part of the
video (see Figure 6)!

Figure 6 What pupils of class 3f Bekleidungstechnik, LBS Gleinstätten also recognized in one of the video
concepts: an ascent in front but no access for disabled inside the school (Source: AEE INTEC)

The aim is to fix the ideas on a five-minutes-video at the end of this film project.
The help of the teachers of LBS Gleinstätten will be needed to support the pupils,
but not patronize them.
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